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FRANK WULFTANGE DIDN’T CAPTURE the turkey he’s holding as a partial award for his victory yesterday in the annual
Turkey Trot, but he did cover the 3.3 mile course in 14:43 to
set a new racord. See Page 3 for details.
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Campus Exhibitionist
Reported -2nd Time
Campus and city police are
combing the area for a man who
ttlade several obscene gestures
with his hands and body Monday
afternoon at two SJS coeds standing in a Library corridor. This was
the second report of exhibitionism
within two weeks.
The unidentified coeds told San
Jose police they were in the south
wing of the SJS Library at 5 p.m.
and were taking a short break in
the corridor.
Police said one of the girls noticed a man "grimacing" at her
through a large glass window.
When she turned to see what was
happening, the man began making
obscene gestures, the police reported.
RAN AWAY
Then he quickly turned away
and ran into the main entrance
of the Library and out of sight.
The description of the man led
police to believe he is the same
person who followed and hurled
obscenities at another SJS coed
Wednesday night before she could
escape into her home near the
college.

City police arrested a man Monday night at Eighth and San Fernando sts, who was reported by
citizens to be loitering there. He
later admitted to police he had
been arrested before on charges
of indecent exposure. No connection between the man and recent
campus incidents has been established.
’LIBRARY INCIDENT’
Campus Security Officer Ralph
Gough told the Spartan Daily yesterday afternoon he "had not
heard about the Library incident
at all."
He said the campus police would
he searching for the man described
by the coeds as being a 25 to 30year-old Caucasian, about 5 ft. 10
inches tall, and weighing approximately 170 pounds.
Mr. Gough reemphasized the
point made in Monday’s Spartan
Daily that his staff and the city
police are working "in cooPeralion" and that any similar or suspicious incidents should be reported to his office as well as the
San Jose police department.

Cal Student Ousting
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No Chaps if Students Pay

Benz: Judiciary Council
Will Act on Statue Theft
By PETE KUEHL
Dean of Students Stanley C.
Benz told the Spartan Daily late
yesterday afternoon that Rickey’s
would press no charges if students
who admitted taking valuable
statues from the plush motel-restaurant early Sunday morning
pay damages.
Dean Benz said the manager of
Rickey’s Studio Inn in Palo Ant,
told him it will cost $150 to $500
to repair the statues.
The college administration will
refer recommendations for disciplinary action to the ASB Judiciary Council which meets Tuesdays. the dean said. He said he did
not know whether it will conduct
a closed meeting.
"The students," according to
Dean Benz, "voluntarily went to

Dean Martin (Associate Dean of ’ statues were taken by members.
Students Robert S. Martini to tell Theta Chi acknowledged an alumwhat they did."
nus. "not active," had stolen one.
Police listed the total value of
’BEFORE ANYONE KNEW’
the purloined statues at $3100.
He said they contacted Dean They said two of the three reMartin "before anyone knew they ,
turned had been damaged.
had taken the statues."
Termed "damaged" by police are
A Rickey’s representative told
"Fall," a statue worth $1000, and
him. Dean Benz said. that "the
"David with Slingshot," valued at
statues now are being repaired."
$1000.
According to Palo Alto police.
three of the four statues originally
$4600 TOTAL
reported missing by the art colThe head was broken off "Fall."
lecting Rickey owner have been police said. They said an arm and
recovered.
the slingshot were missing from
Yesterday, fraternity spokes- the other statue.
men from Pi Kappa Alpha and
A third returned statue, "The
Theta Chi SJS chapters informed Dutch Girl," was unscathed, acthe Daily that they returned the cording to police.
art treasures late Sunday when
A statue worth $600. police
"their value became known."
stated, still is missing. They said
Pi Kappa Alpha admitted two its title is "The Lady Wishing
cc ith the Daisy."
Palo Alto police assessed the
sal damage done to statues
’cocked over or stolen from
ackey’s during the Gamma Phi
’teta sorority pledge dance Saturday night and early Sunday at
schools are more highly screened "about $4600."
This is considerably less than
, scholastically.
I What would be a more equitable the initially reported $10.000 figcomparison, according to the SJS ure, quoted in Monday’s San Jose
I president, would be American
Mercury.
i honor students versus European
st ablates.

Pres. Wahlquist Describes
’Frill’ Courses as Essential

IPresident John T. Wahlquist
told an estimated crowd of 500
students and faculty in Morris
Dailey auditorium that the socalled "frill courses" in education
are not really frills at all.
"It is impossible to isolate
John R. Johnston, University of ’claims that his limited participa- Ischools from today’s world," said
In Science
Course
Sign-up
r
California student and teaching t ion in the American political scene the SJS president.
assistant . will be al- was far less than the participa- I "Courses in driver training
By RICH FREELAND
ence department. hardest hit by and research
country lion of American students in Eng- I family life. in citizenship arc
An estimated 800 students were the class shortage, turned away lowed to remain in the
las essential to our survival as a
of a lish politics.
unable to get into science. courses nearly 600 students at registra- until Aug. 31, as the result
i
coarse in science, mathematics sa
this semester, according to heads tion, according to those who were decision reversal by the U.S. Im!Russian we could devise.
yesterday.
Service
migration
in charge of class signups.
of the science departments.
it is preposterous to bias
In announcing the decision,
The students were turned assay
The department head pointed
anion a n d
the schools for the excesses te
5
.tter signing a ...silting list to get out that these students would be Charles J. Beechie, regional immiI interested Calillai,4 groups put the,
already-filled classes the sec - set back from one semester to gration director, reported that the dinner is offered SJS veteran’s I afflict our society." the president
, heads together yesterday in wII,
day of registration. Many one year since they were unable Scottish biophysicist’s case had living away from home by all contintted alludinst t,, increased
aisms.
President John T.
Wahlquist
the lour &IS stuThe case
:lents saw the line ahead of to get beginning courses in their been carefully reconsidered. His anonymous
ates TV-wats!
fr
termed a "brainstorming session" dents who were arrested and jailed
.4.104)1)
eal and simply wentsaway with- maims. Most of the classes that departure at this time would be a Altos, according to Dr. William
I on the proposed Student Union.
temporarily on charges of grand
Presi,I,
!:tantished.
signing the waiting list, said were cut or overflowed were be- loss to the university program Hermanns, associate professor
The Student Union Planning theft last Thurday night scan be
G. A. McCallum, head of Nos! ginning courses, which will fur- and would affect Cal’s instruc- of foreign languages. The dinner crit ics wit- ,
the "good I Committee, which is interested in /assert before the ASH Judiciary
ther hamper the students, since tional schedule. Beechie stated.
science.
will he given early Thursday old day’s."
beginning construction on the $2.-’ at its next meeting according to
Johnston. 26, was informed afternoon. Further information
He cited comparative statistics!
they
are
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35:1.750 structure at the earliest Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz.
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decision of the Immigration Sets
20th "stoat.. 0-is.sos.
Edward S. Thompson. col- and recommend appropriate action
a result. students whose
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t Isaias, start with the wrong
, lege business manager, reported to the school administration,
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F
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for
a
out
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"it
the
widely
criticism
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that in Sacramento for a 40 year lease agaist the SJS students. nor
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European schwas ma. turnine out on the needed land.
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of
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lean schools. He termed it "tinoilsetaik."
In keeping with the San Jose I also was arrested and in whose
money needed to teach all the stuDr. Richard Cochran, Los Gatos lair to compare the two groups State master plan. the Student : apartment the missing merchanIi’ sainted out that in the past, dents who meet present admission government funds."
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psychiatrist will speak on "Man’s since graduates of European
’n has been unable to spendI standards. Anot her possibility’ Johnson retorted
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Idine was found.
et 22 per cent of its total I might be raising of standai-ds so 1 right of anyone under the U.S. Aggression: Can It Be OmAlthough no disciplinary action
I a ant. This year. as what Dr. I that fewer students are admitted !Constitution to act as he did. He trolled?" Tuesday, NOV. 29 from
1 has been taken against the stu8 10 p.m. in the First Unitarian
.1,..ns called an "outgrowth" of and less money is needed to teach
dents thus far for their involvechurch, 160 N. Third at.. Se n 1
a s , economy government, re- them.
meet in the theft of 44 sweaters
Jose.
nns from a drop in sales tax
, front Mosher’s clothing shop. two
Asked what he felt the effort He intends to discuss "How War
ens. the college was ordered of the cut would be, Dr. Wto:
of them
Clifton and Rhodes NAVY IN CARIBBEAN as LONG AS NEt 1. as %its
Began, an article by historian
a 2 2 per cent savings Ka rtchner, physical science dewere dropped tram the football
Co-Ria, Is ill not he told this
WASHINGTON
’UPI
1
----The
United States yesterday said it is team and had theis athletic scho,Ii..: the fall semester. Accord- , partment head, said, "If ten pee-1 week, reported Karen Kinds Lewis Mumford which appeared in ,
: la Dr. Duncan, this is an im- It. are kept from graduating on publicity chairman, due to the the Saturday Evening Post. The prepared to keep its special naval patrol in the Caribbean for "an larships revoked. This action was
indefinite
time."
article deals with the various
taken because they had violated
sa.Ilits’ since S.IS administra- time, the whole history and course Thanksgiving holiday.
State Department l’ress Officer Lincoln White said this
causes of war and the problem of
the 11 pm training curfew at
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Tufo OLE IN U.N. OVER CONGO SHOOTING
The lecture-discussion is one of
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uNrri.:1 NAT I( )NS. N
,l’I’l, Ghana and Communist Vu..:-program includes folk dancing, a series sponsored by the Public
slasia charged ’,este’ day that Monday’s shooting incident in Leopoldping-pong, l-aquare and other Affairs committee of the Unita.5 I’ll\
rian church. Admission is free andi ille was an open challenge to the United Nations by the Congo reic ening
lasses normally held
group activities.
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the public is invited.
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pro-Western
President
Joseph
Kasaviihn,
,::.1 year. But, we’ve been told
dinator announced Galax. The
[has been appointed chairman of
JOHNSON -DE GAULLE MEETING
abbrexiatts1 week and upcomthings.".
the National Safety Council’s proPARIS UPI - Vice President-elect Lyndon 13. Johnson con - ing holiday eallell eaneeliatinn
!a’ NIscalltines T3ioloeical Sc- gram committee on schools and
ferret! today with President Charles de Gaulle in the first top-level ,
saes. nhieh will resume
colleges.
meeting between the French government and the incoming adminis- on 4.4.114411111e next with,
tration tif the United States.
Dr. Strasser said his commit"Showcase San Jose State," a "Career Forum" is intended 14)
A spokesman for Sen. Johnson said the meeting was
tee’s function is to program all
"friendly get-together to let them get acquainted."
activities in connection with school presentation over radio by public give information on college courses
relations and speech and drama to prospective students. while
NOVELIST SENT TO RELLFNUE
and coliege educati44n on safety.
ss industrial
majors, will give its fourth pro- "Close Up" focuses attention on
NEW YORK ( UPI I Novelist Nal man Mailer. 37. aces
techimlogy proreceived
his gavel gram Sunday. It is scheduled for outstanding campus personalit ies. knifing his wife in a wordless rage after a beatnik party, a
,, is asking
Though he
for next semester I
commit- 9:30 p.m. over station KLOK.
Dr. Fredei
annmeyer,
’flats: prior if) DCC. 6. according as chairman of the 1961
"Showcase San Jose State" l:4 to Bellevue Hospital yesterday for obsetaation tif a mental condition
tee at the otuncirs October elm William J. McLairney.
The half-hour show will feature produced tinder the technical di- descrilied as acute paranoia with homicidal tendencies,
head of the Philosophy department,
program
,
ent ii n, Dr. Strasser said two Morton A. Boss and Loren T. rection of Richard 11. Elliott, asl’he author of "The Naked and the Dead" and other hooks
will discuss "A Critical ExaminaIslas! far senior registration is years of planning were required Cockrell, assistant professors of sistant professor of drama, and
insisted that he was sane this morning when he warn arraigned
tion of the Belief in a Life after
for the coming one-year adminis- photography on "Career Forum," student director Chuck Lagomar,1/4 28 to laec. 2:
before Magistrate Reuben Levy on charges of stabbing his wife,
Death" in a book talk at 12:30
and itinim.S.
t ration of the committee.
’on, Itee 1 through
Adele, 35, tWiee With a penknife early Sunday morning.
and Dr. W. Gibson Walters, pro- sino.
today in Cafeteria rooms A and B.
6. Prof. Me 1 arnes said
INFIDENCE VOTE
DE GAULLE WIN.
Authored by Curt J. Ducasse,
radical’ said the radio show was
the signiip procedure I Ile was ime of 24 educators fessor of ITtlisiC and conductor of
has been
PARIS
The gosernmen, .,11 a confidence vote in the Na- the book is the seventh work to
outlined on the Industrial elected or appointed to positions the SJS symphony on "Close Up." "extracurricular" work for public
Ischnology bulletin hoard in the I at the council’s ronvention in ChiJohn. Cailleati, public relations relations majors, and they receive tional Assembly last night on President Charles de Gaulle’s project be reviewed by SJS professors this
Engineering building.
head for the show, said that no college credit for their efforts. Ion an independent nuclear striking force in France,
semester.
icago.
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ASB Positions
11,,day is the last Mt% to apply
for ASH positions, according to
ASB Pres. Pat McClenahan. Applications maa lw filed in the
College Union, 315 s. Ninth at.
for poats of personnel officer,
editor of spartan IF
the
start and nine other poaltiona.
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What! Christmas Already?
Christinas has armed. and a month early as usual. The
Christmas Mreet decorat. s are blui.ing Christmas cheer across
the .4 rests of dots mow iiau Ione.
The motto for the 4.:1,111. "Forget the Christ in Christina,
get out and spend. spend. spend on bigger and fancier gifts so
that more dollars will flow into the coffers of the merchants."
The Christmas spirit is generated so early- and extended
over such a period that by the time the true season arrives,
almost ever.
is tired. irritated and a little bored with it all.
The true purpose of 4 firistmas. the celebration of the traditional birthday of the f ttttt tiler of the Christian religion, is
buried in an is alanche of cheap tinsel. grinning Santa Clauses,
candy. canes and pink. blue and white trees which are losing
their needles hy Dec. 25.
Once upon a time. Christmas began with Dec. 24 and the
decoration of the tree. and ended about January 5 with the feast
of the three kings. Thanksgiting was still a long way from
Christmas and somehow the turkey holiday meant a great deal
more when not eclipsed by tinsel merhatiging the streets.
Perhaps it is asking too much fur the merchants to restrain
themselYes kw long. After all, they would hate little Christmas
cheer themselves if others were not comerned with spreading
cheer themselves through the gifts th,, wive. But couldn’t they
wait until the day after Thanksgiiii.: 1::-Iead of the week before
to drape the streets in tinsel?
For wearing apporill, gifts, decors and other Hawaiian needs
VISIT
(Montgomery
THE
Hotel Bldg.)
San Jose
CY 5-7066 26 W. San Antonio St.
Thurs. ’Ti) 9:00 P.M.
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily

HAWAIIAN SHOP
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Parks To Play Lead
In ’Peter Pan’ Fantasy
Richard Parks oil star as the
boy who never grows old in the
SJS Speech and Drama department production of James M.
Barnes "Peter Pan," it was announced by director John R.
Kerr, associate professor of
drama.
Peter’s friends who travel with
him to Never Land will be
played by Susan Evers as Wendy. Don Kirkorian as John and
Sandra Emery as Michael.
Cast as the parents of the
three children are Jerry DeBono
as Mr. Darling and Carol Rose
as Mrs. Darling.
Nana, household shaggy dog
of the Darlings who actually
serves as the children’s nurse,
will be played by Gay Lewis.
Liza, the Darling chamber maid,
will be portrayed by Carole
Warren.
CHANGE CHARACTER
As the cast moves into Never
Land, two players change character. DeBono will become the
vilbanous Captain Hook and
Miss Warren the head of the Indians, Tiger Lily.
Other Indians are played by
Gordon hie, Patricia Chaffee,
Mary Louise Nelson and James
Rix.
Appearing as the lost boys
who also never grow old are
Sharon Cressio, Drusilla Green.
Lana Wright, Sharon Holly,
Cathi Purcell and Anne Morris.
The pirates, led by Captain

"GOT ANY ON SALE?"

WATCH FOR BIG SALE
MONDAY
ON NOV. 28

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

come

Hook, are played by Janies
Kelley, Layne Evans, Dick Gustafson, Ray Baptista and John
Bettencourt. Cast as the mermaids are Virginia Krell, Wendy
%Tooke and Miss Lewis.
MATINEES SET
The fantasy will be presented
Dec. 2 and 3 and 7 through 10
at 8:15 p.m. in the College Theater with additional Saturday
matinee performances scheduled for 2 p.m. Dec. 3 and 10.
Tickets for reserved seats will
remain on sale at the College
Theater box office from 1-5 p.m.
until Dec. 9. Admission is 50
cents for children under 12 and
SJS students with an ASB card
and $1 for all others.
Set design is by senior speech
and drama major Ralph Fetterly under the supervision of
J. Wendell Johnson, professor of
drama.
Costumes are by Miss Berneice
Prisk, associate professor of
drama, and lighting by Kenneth
R. Dorst, assistant professor of
drama.
Assisting Mr. Kerr in direction is Mrs. Fleda Evans, graduate speech and drama major.

Thrust and Parry

Spentan Sbaibi

Guild Meeting
The student group of the San
Jose chapter. American Guild of
Organists, will hear a lecture
on church music Sunday. Nov.
27 at 3:30 p.m. in the Friendship
hall, First Presbyterian church,
48 N. Third st.
Charles Sayers, supervisor of
the group, will present the lecture. Election of officers will be
held also

Spartan Daily editoriat
21, in a few more years I hoi
to become a citizen of ti
country. I wonder, however,
eVel’ will become a truly ein
minded and patriotic citizen.

’Arms Race Creates
Tensions, Fears’

,es are
It
All :II.
i-itt!
The one
inititivi,,;ite, and so
in Mr. Seeno’s letter. It equates
keeping a thief from breaking
into a house by locking the doors
with preventing a nuclear or
chemical -biological attack on our
country by threatening to retaliate in kind.
This analoey is false because
a locked stir is a physical deterrent, whereas a threat of retaliation is a psychological one.
We can’t be sure that this
clear bombs, there is a greater
chance that a nation will get
them whose leader is not rational enough to be deterred
from attacking another nation
by the knowledge that it also
has these weapons.
One can feel safe from being
cremated. irradiated. placated or
poisoned only when the weapons which can cause such disasters no longer exist.
William Pounds
ASH 5075
Steve Stoomil
ionas

During the years I ha
stayed here as a citizen or
foreign country awaiting Arm
lean citizenship, I have fou
out that I must not critic
America or American instil
tions, such as the House ef,
mittee on un-Ainerican ;tell
ties, because if I do as 1
besdoe
rx[ will not criticize t
HCUA. Instead, I will preis
perfects cfiet erze
lilliskheip,
myself:A
hold
gi t o old
or that whatever Wa31
ing, whatever errors they ma
commit, the
gt,hethgaotvethelemigerraVtelerlaalael
of the United States is infallibl
In fact, I will hold that arl
body who feels like abolishi
the House committee
American activities i
Rei
Communist -inspired, sir won
un-American.

Foreigner Questions
American Patriotism
EDITOR

Concerning

Christopher Berry
ASH 111427
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library Concert
Records scheduled for today’s
library concert from noon to
1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Chopin: Preludes, Opus 28
Beethoven: Bagatelles

SLACKS
ALL THE BEST
TONES
OLIVES
GRAYS
BROWNS

MELS
PALM
BOWL

FROM

Take a Bowling Break
The next time you go out for coffee,
try a relaxing bowling break. too.
Mels puts the fun into bowling. 40
lanes restaurant and lounge. Mels is
the place for a bowling date. Mels
welcomes Co-rec and Intramural
g rc upS.

MELS PALM
BOWL
1523 W. San Gado:. Sr.

’12"

USE YOUR
FIRST WESTERN
BANKA MER ICA RD
INTERNATIONAL CHARGE

OMNI

"F
OPEN MON.-THURS.
j
9- 9
199 So. First St.
CY 3-2125

elUttlirkli,
Corner San Antonio

CY 4-2810

Have a real cigarette-have a

CAMEL
41.0041110110111%,0111110%k
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PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL STAR

"oxford accent"...
prints of distinction
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The sport shirt that gives you that
rugged masculine appeal...
printed in neat figures in uniquely
attractive colorings. Well -cut collor style in classic button-down
lines with box pleated -bock. In woditionally favored oxford cloth.
$5.00

P?"11(4
,

.

cum loude collection
by

RA)014/:’

authentic...
university sport shirts
cr,ic example of the casual

tradition
from our Arrow Corn [crude collection. Tailored for the man who prizes
perfection of cut, fit and cloth. Come in
to see this superior group of "oxford
accent" prints.
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
Winstenexona,
5.
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Men’s Sweaters Combine
Comfort With Style
well with the -1..,w1 collar and hut- ’
By JIM BROCK
With mornings becoming colder. , ton fronts. Last year’s extra- ’
a second check on the air tempera- !heavy, rough and bulky sweater
ture is needed before slamming the Is down on total sales locally but
door and heading towards campus. will remain very useful for the
Arriving on campus early in the Ibrisk air o(,. the ski country.
Sweaters still have the rough
morning with a light or medium
weave wool sweater is the trend I and ready style, but weavers i
101W. It is easy to wear in the cold Ihoping to sell morel have added
a.m. and just as easy 14, carry , the brushed look. They have made
warn.
:the knit lighter and flatter than
when the clay begins to
;in past seasons. New innovations
NEW IDEAS
in knitting lechnimies have added
check your wardrobe against patterned and different
textured
and
national!
retailers
local
what
twists, using a variety of thread
coming
the
are
say
manufacturers
blends, both virgin and manufac.
ideas for Winter sweater wear for 1tured.
eaMpast
Three dimensional:: with magniPredictions are that the high -V. fied stitches presently are being
;
well-knue.n
the
of
form
a modified
dummied in the local men’s wear
V-neck, will he very big this year stores this year. The effects are
equally
working
is
closer
The high
those of popcorn, waffle, basket,
honeycomb, pebble, souffle, open
:iris and hand -flamed cabling. It
almost sounds like a picnic at the
neach.
BRUSHED LOOK
Does your sweater have the
Has Outdoor Show
briished look? This new idea will
vary from deep fluffy pile to just
iii
1113"I seli"
elerneffl’uY imin- a hint of brushed softness,
ing programs, takes a brief reed
People who know, say there has
from presenting classroom sub- been a tight rare between the modjeets and turns to teaching S111, ifled shawl -collar and the high -V,
nimulings in ’The Outdoor Class. widely handed with both "neck
and neck" (-inning around the last
room."
presented
Sunhe
will
show
thithtlitthertrut the
The
ilay at In a.m. ’,stir I<NTV. titan - ramligan styles, so the Ire
-al remil II.
tailers say. The shirt look of hut iciate
Diamond.
M.
Robert
ion -placket pullover plus completeprofessor of education and coor- ly shirt -tailored knits seem to he
TeleInstructional
the
of
dinator
the most popular of the shawl and
sision Center, will narrate the :high -V styles. General styling will
Ensued
Mitchshow.
otdoor
u
tai long and loose, displaying the
ell, coordinator of Redwood Glen ’ "easital" wearer’s interest in compride:it.
and
class
outdoor
selsol’s
fort with style.
,,! Yli..scke, principal, will be
One idea for the dollar-eonsei,.
male is to take it look at islid
Glen
project
is
a
Redwood
The
the higher-priced stores are feacooperative effort between Mon- turing and then to drop into a
Santa
;
Clara
and
Santa
terey.
chain store and compare products
e out- and prices. However, an expensive
Cruz counties to exp
philosophy.
door classroom
-thread- with a quality weave
A Los Angeles county project,
will last a lifetime
will
program,
schcol
the Chaparral
.
de:cosy-id
and
alqi he presented

gakftta4
"

er San Antor.:c,
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Alpha Chi Favorite Guy contest began this month when candidates visited the sorority house
for a dessert and it dinner.
Alpha Chi Omega candidates
lor fraternity contests include
Judy Lehman, Delta Sigma Phi
Carnation girl; Nancy Reesink and
Joan DeVore, Phi Sigma Kappa
Moonlight girl. and Lana Sisley
and Rita Crawford. Lambda On
Alpha pledge queen.
CHI OMEGA
Pat Butler and Norlyn Eireman
are representing Chi Omega in
the Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight
Girl contest. 1A5tilie Ballard is a
candidate for Delta Sigma Kappa
carnation girl and Carol Thomas
is a candidate for Theta Xi Cinderella Girl,

Ale&
cite/2
Corsages
Bouquets

CV 2-0462

10th & Santa Clara

DI I t

I

,.. class
Lea .,
are its iitticevs lilru nclude: Jim
Styles, president; Ted Jarvis, vice
president. and Gary Finefrock, so.
cial chairman.

/3eatt
l’hi Alberta ’Mauler, College of Pacific education major.
,
:..1,,ekton.
to Sigma Chi
hurls %%ikon. senior business in management major.
Raritant It enn e r, sophomore.
from Lafayette. to Roger Stanton,
trim
!readoate
Beiiell

FAG 11:EMENTS
Prudy 3Iyers, sophomore journalism major. front Lafayette. to
,Itoger Stasig, senior accounting
major from Boise, Idaho.
Diane IL Singer. sophomore
. physical education major, from
Stockton. to Richard Young,
Stock College Pnviniorini: major.
from Nlanteca.

World Famous PANCAKES
JU 9-2080

1301 El Camino--Millbroe
1680 El Camino RealSanta Clara

CH 3-8256

P1

19 F

SAN ANTONIO ST.

$1.55

and $1.75
DINNERS
Saturdays & Sundays on/y

S -P -E -C -I -A-L

Open 24 hours Daily
Part yroom Available

SIMPLE SIMON

Spend "THANKSGIVING EVE" Here

FUN FOR ALL

Free Entertainment 8 p.m. to I p.m.
BIG

TURKEY RAFFLE
Wednesday Night

9 p.m. and 11 p.m.

BE PRESENT . . . AND WIN
P S : We Will Be Closed All Day THANKSGIVING DAY
Hope to Sob
Open From
YOU Soon
11 00 A.M. ’tit 2:00 A.M.
PHONE
1897
CL 1-3310
ALUM ROCK AVE.

FAIRGROUNDS
FA!RWAYS
Golf Course
9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
Student Rate

Enchilada Dinner
Spanish Kitchen Special
Tamale Dinner
Chili Colorado Dinner
Taco Dinner
Steak Dinner
Chili Verde Dinner
Chili Rellano Dinner
Chicken Dinner

$1.04
$1.25
$1.04
$1.04
$1.04
$1.25
$1.04
$1.04
$1.25

im Page 1)
Cont inued
Union will be constructed on the
site of the parking lots adjaceiii
to the cafeteria, the art huddle. and the industrial arts buildimi
1, Once the lease is secured. the
committee will plunge into the
problem of financing the pniposed
; structure.
Pres. Wahlquist summoned the
Spartan Shops Inc., McFadden I
I Health Cottage and the Board of
Control to the meeting to enlighten them on possible avenues of
financing the multi -million dollar
;structure. Recommendations were
made to Spartan Shops, which include the Spartan Bookstore and
the cafeteria, that their profits
could be poured into a student
Union fund.
I

PROPOSE CARD HIKE
Possibilities of federal and state
financing were hashed over and
Dr. Bentel proposed raising the
price of student body cards $5 to
raise the necessary funds.
The group heard reports that
student unions in colleges across
the country have been faced with
high operating expenses. It was
noted that one fifth of the cost
of he San Jose State structure
would be saved if plans to install
a howling alley in the building
were shaved off.
No definate action will he taken
um the project until further word
is rec. ;veil front Sarriniento. Pres.
Wahlquist said.

& CULLS ROAD
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Small deposit hold your selectic,

artil Christmas

ART MARTINEZ
MEN’S WEAR

fl,st s. C1,e.
Ilanit Arr.. Chg..
Internal1ondl Cho..

New Location

5,.. Po, "9
In ROW
O. Po/.

290 So. First
OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY ’TIL 9 P.M.

THE RAMS 4’1:41:ci BEAD SHOP
B21,Betotelfettlett-ettiC.

I*V..II:2>rt>04ST9T9,4

c4d-

fr I
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STATE
at work
at play

TUNE
YOUR

PENGUIN SWEATER JACKET

cpattatt
calute
DIAL
1590

K L. 1 V "

’1ii

brought to you by

Phone CY 7-9950

alwa)s
Nirgin
wool

HEAR

FOOD TO TAKE OUT
We Cater to Banquets and Parties

50c

Spec1e1 price on driving ing
students
Son Jose’s moir complete
golfing center

Fkidletoti

Brainstorming.

NOW
THE PIZZA
P1EMAN

SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Ealoi coeds arid their
dates ’hawed to the inWo.C. if Sal
Carson recently at the Sigma K’s
pledve dame The (larlee was held
at the Claremont hotel in Berkeley

Two all-wool basics for every man Cron

,

(with ASB card)

SAYS:

ke!

SPANISH KITCHEN

CT 4.7716

1415 S. FirstSan Jose

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Eal,pa t.artana Cued recently held a tea IU11 :4119 Zul a
Pryor. the nevi, hougernother truth
the Unisersity of Washington

11111111111111111111111111111111

ihook i,Klge in Lori eioldidates. attended n &S1C’apitolit.
;sent and a dinner at the fraternity
1 Sigma (’his and Sigma Kappas house this month.
held a "back alley" exchange atl Cinderella Girl will he named
the Sigma kappa house this , at a formal dance in the San Fran; eisco Cliff House Dec, 3,
month.

r-----iew

PANCAKE HOUSE

GAMMA PHI BETA
Representing the Gamma Phis
in contestants iire: Sue St eurev. out
and Leigh Isett, Sigma Ni; White
Rose Princess: Bonnie MeAulay
and Syminve Ware. Sweetheart ot
Sigma Chi.

Lyinheris. Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight girl. and Marilyn Rossini
Theta Xi Cinderella girl.

ii Select Pledge
raterntes
Officers; Slate Activities

SIGMA NE
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigma Phi brothers are
H ousemother s fromm sororitlesponsoring two contests. The anti fraternities attended a tea
brothers now are accepting entries this month in honor of Mrs. Drew
for their Christmas door decora- Bhutan, Sigma Nu housemother.
A contest, sponsored by the
tion contest. Fraternity members
Students interested in attend- this month honored Carnation pledge class, will culminate in
ing the next Society for Advance- Girl condidates at a dinner in the the crowning of the White Rose
ment of Management dinner meet- chapter house.
Prince s* at the pledge dance. Dec.
2. in Brookdale Lodge.
] ing should sign up on the SAM
sIGMA
ALPII%
Et’s11.0N
bulletin board outside of TH114
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
A Togs party is slated for INV.
before 3:30 p.m. Monday. accordat the Unisvrsity of California
Plans are being made for a
. ing to Pres. Bob Guthrie.
miler skating enchange with the
The meeting, scheduled for 6:30 chapter house in Berkeley,.
Dan Plumley and Bob Pierce Theta Xis and the Chi Omegas.
pm, Nov. 30 at the Garden City
aare SAE’s candidates for the : Sigma Phi Epsilon hi-Others held
Ifofbrau. will feature a talk by
Favorite Guy of Alphi Chi contest.’ an exchange dinner with Gamma
Leonard Mitchell, director of inPhi Beta coeds last night.
dustrial relations at the Missile,
SIGMA CIII
THETA XI
and Space Division of Lockheed in
The brothers of Sigma Chi held
Sunnyvale. Tnpic of his speech their pledge dinner-dance this
The twelve Theta Xi Cinderella
is "Current Prohlems Between Labor and Management."

Uncle John’s

I
Delta Zeta etents this month
include: Sigma Chi coffee hour,
(linner guest speaker Bryan Green
;did pledge dinner-dance 114 Wu-.
Beach Inn,
Noel Thompson is the DZ. catutidate lur Theta Xi Cinderella Guil.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Entering competition for the
Thetas are: Peggy Hoff and Jii(h.
Osborne. Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl; Vicky Boyd. Delta SicABOVE AVERAGE
Aver- ’ ma Phi queen, and Betty BabSACRAMENTO I UPI’
age net farm income in California cock and Della Kahn, Sigma N11
totaled $7572 in 1959, more than queen.
triple the national average id’
KAPP.% DELTA
52517, according to the California
Representing Kappa 111.1(0
411141 rt mem of Agriculture.
the following contests HIT:
Parks, Delta Sigma Phi earn,.
GENERAL’S PAPERS
girl; Laura Zavosky and l’.
)sToN uPi t
A microfilm
edition of the papers of Gen. Henry
Knox. one of Cose-ge Washington’,
ITn01111is, has been announced I,.
thi. :Massachusetts Historical
(1151y. The earliest entry is dat...i
1719 and the latest lsrF,

DISPLAYING FALL SWEATERS while reviewing an issue of the
Spartan Daily are four SJS students. Standing from left to right
are: Nick Peters, Pete Benavidez, Jim Bolen and Marsh Rims.
These sweater -styles exemplify the neat, casual look for this year.

Lockheed Leader
To Address SAM

Spartan Advertisers

fsr vitt 411 1.14 81

Sororities Name Contestants,
Plan Teas, Dances, Exchanges

Campus TV Series

Stop and Shop

tn

e

J. ‘silk..

!

very nattering new jacket length
in the bulkiest of knits!
Plenty of beef and brawn to Grodins Penguin, knitted from pure worsted yarns and
permanenth. moth-prooted. Close the fulllength hidden zip and you have a handsome crew-neck ... or open as rupch us
oir please for another good look! In
Raglan sleeves. Solids or stripes. id

X::2744.Q,

liii, it Book

\loderii Office Niaehines
Spartan Parking Center
VALLEY FAIR, 2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

4TARTAN
;
W,
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Grads Finish 1-2

Vandals Stop All-Coast Back

Wulfta nge Sets ’Trot Mark
DU Records 4th Relay Win

Campbell Boxes
Marrs
atimplwil. Sun .1toro
Stat. soph
make,s his sect professional hosing sta-t
11
ay night in the san Francisco fish. Suolitori
against
Ieteran
tiene 1.aF’iirte of Iteno. Nev. The bout
I’. the sis-round Nellii-1 111111111 011
Iii,- card featiorimt indicate:1 lads
Rodriguez as. Johntis tionzals eh.

cpieet14
RESTAURANT
NAVAJO LOUN."-E
BAKERY WEST SAN CARLOS AT SHASLA
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

Spiee9
CAMPBELL

& WiNcHESTER

4.’SELL

,ORNIA

RD.

cpiele9
- .tAN &
SANTA CRUZ

Buc Scout May
Speak Monday

’PEET
CA...IFORNIA

cpitlet
535 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

cpieley;14
..
^ S G

-AtAINO REA
_1FORNIA

cpie7e9
Broasted Chicken to take home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broasted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

campus
character:

1181101
Frank WuIftange. SJS graduate ter’s crotool-country squad
fourth through seventh
student set a new Turkey Trot dOsan
places In the Trot.
record yesterday, covering the 3.3
Ralph Dykes was fourth, Torn
mile course from the men’s gym to
Lile, fifth, Elmer Rice, sixth, and
Spartan Stadium and back in 14:43. John Philips. sea entii.
A 4:15 miler for Bud Winter’s
Independents Robert Keller and
Spartan tracksters last spring,’ Richard C’himenti finished eighth
off
seconds
12
WuMange shaved
and ninth, respectively.
the existing record of 14:55, estabPi Kappa Alpha was second in
1958,
in
Kelly
lished by Don
the Greek Relay. Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Upsilon won the 11100- Unshed third.
yard Greek Relay In I:57 and capDU’s relay win was its fourth
tured the perpetual trophy for straight in the annual event.
most finishers in the Turkey
Delta Upsilon sent 39 finishTrot ss Rhin a 30 -minute time
ers across the line %% Rhin the
limit.
30 -minute 1111111 to annex t he
Merle McGee, last year’s win- perpetual trophy for most finner and a top distance runner in
his undergraduate days at Wayne
State college in Nebraska, also
smashed Kelly’s 1958 mark with
14:44 finish.
A five-yard gap sepapited the
!irat two finishers. Fifty yards berittsb000kdo Pirate scout lioh
hind the pair was cross-country Fontaine, who u;as scheduled to
runner Ron Davis who checked speak at :Monday’s baseball clinin at 15:15 for third position hon- ic hut canceled his appearance
ors.
because of a flu attack, may
Since all three winners had pre- talk at the 3:30 p.m. Nov. 28
viously lettered in collegiate track, meeting In M(:201, according to
they were assessed a 300-yard han- s.IS coach
Sohezak.
dicap at the start of the Trot. Non lettermen began the race at tla
intersection of San Carlos and
Seventh sts.
Both Wulftange and McGee all’
currently competing for the Santa
Clara Youth Village.
Four member, lit Bat tViui-

ALL ALONESpartan fullback
Johnny "Touchdown" Johnson,
named to UPI’s second -team
All -Coast eleven yesterday, is
bottled up by Idaho’s Vandals
in Friday night action.
A flock of Idaho gridders
moved in to stop the talented
SJS back on the play which injured the sophomore early in
the fourth quarter.

South in 4-3
Soccer Upset

Johnson, Jones, ’Rock’
Top SJS Football Stats
H

NICK PETERS

f ’Whack Jdititty "’fouclidown" Johnson’s it,
talents.
Kent llockitolCs lengthy punts. and quarterback III ii’..’ Jones’
.icri.d artistry. are the 1ffit,tantling features of the 1900 Spartan
grid statistics after eight games.

StIpliontore Johnson. who was named a second -string All.
Coast back by 1_:1)1 yesterday, collected 120 a itrils rushing against
Idaho to give him a 173 yard bulge over second -place Freddie’
.parked by Blanco. 472 to 301. and the Spar.*
SAN FR.1:.
tans’ rushing leadership.
. last weekend. upped his receiving
fact that tney were named to
In addition. Johnson scored anNC1SC All -Conference first other touchdown, his tenth of the ’ lead by grabbing five aerials
..im prior to the game’s start. season, to give him 60 points and to give him 11 on the season for
347 yards.
:-1partan soccer stars Joe Battag- the lead in that department.
hitt and Abdul Mashal played key
Doug McChesney. Willie Vii.
What makes his performances
’ties in the South’s upset 4-3 vic- even greater is the fact that he. hams, and Blanco trail with 12. 11,
t,iry over the North in the 4th :along nith QII Junes, has been and 10, respectively.
annual league All -Star classic last , operating at half -speed for at
the Spartans lead
As a team
night at San Francisco State’s Cox least three contests because of their opponents in total offense,
Stadium.
12266 to 1986, although trailing in
injuries.
Mashal rammed home a goal
In fact. "TD." who now sports a scoring. 170 to 127.
tho victors, as they compiled a neat 5.9 rushing
I
average, was
;-1 halftime lead and held on in again injured at the start of the
I
the final stanza as the North made fourth quarter against the Van a valiant bid for the marbles only dais and may not be in top shape ,
to fall short by cre goal.
for the Dec. 3 finale against ,
Bat taglini exhibited some ter- jimyaii.
rifle all-motind ball while playinc
Rifle-armed Jones. throwing 11 practical!) a complete game for for-17 against Idaho. tops the
the as inner’.. who,e triumph was passers with 914 yards on 62 comNorth in the plet ions in 133 attempts. Chun Gal
the first over
- i..tils with 264 yards.
I
ack Kent Rorkhooll is still
tu, ii. it,
it., or sery
SA punting statistics.
’Rock’s- toe has accounted for
.1278 yards on 30 punts- an average of 42.6 per boot.
In fact. his 37-yarder against
LOW, LOW STUDENT RATE
Idaho VVFLA CM(’ of his shortest
punts of the year, lout he showed
months
I
his team value regardless. as the
inside the Vatalais
,.I’
Or $7.00 per month
line.
Halfback Mac 1111 rfotl, f,111%11111(
FREE DELIVERY
one rif his best collegiate games
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

HOUSE OF USHER

k
hii:Psilon
took sec
ion with 22 finishers.
Alpha Tau Omega, last year’:
champion, ranked third with 31
scoring system for till
Tnew
eitg
finishhe
most finishers trophy, tested yes
terday for the first time, drev
complaints from at least one of
the competing organizations.
A representative of Alpha Ph
Omega, campus service fraternit:
which sponsored the Turkey Trot
refused to release the figures u’.e,
In compiling the trophy-deeidirte
percentages to an authorized soar
tan Daily reporter.

A & M Auto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR

SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powertalidi
Specie/ Student Rotas
CY 54247
456 E. San SaIxador

LARKS
HOME OF THE
HAPPY HOT DOG
181 E. SANTA CLAP

Come in and Browse Around

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Al -a
F
TO ETERN,Ty

percentage of

Widest Selection in San Jose

THE ANGEL WORE RED

HIGH TIME

On a

ROBERTS BOOK STORE
4TH STREET OPPOSITE LIBRARY

THE 21,,,ILDOE

andee. 25th Anniversary Sale!

(11:
sop

PSAMUEL
PSYCHE
A thinking man’s thinking
man, Psamuel finds tha!
thoughts come easiest
when he is most comfortable.
That’s why he always
wears Jockey brand Tshirts. He likes the way
the fine combed cotton
feels next to his skin. Fic
likes the way the twin stitched, nylon-reinforce,i
collar keeps its shape
And he likes the full -proportioned body and extra
long tail that nevercreeps.
You, too, will like yourself better when you enjoy
the comfort of Jockey
brand T-shirts. Your
,favorite campus store
has them.
COOPERS. INCORPORATED 1100$01A.

2 FOR THE MONEY!
ALL WOOL SUITS
SPORT SHIRTS
DRESS SHIRTS
PAIR SOCKS
Pkgs. Underwear

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

3

,...r ,18.00

Late Model
UNDERWOOD, ROYAL, Etc.

ID" Johnson,
Spartan FB,

ROBERTS
Typewriter

Co.

3 TO PKG.

On All-Coast

186 W. San Fernando

CYpress 4-1215

BELTS
TIES

imson.
.
n’.
Johnny
whose churning legs ha’ carried him into the end ’ono 10
times this year for the Spatians.:
was yesterday named tf the second squad of the mythical United
Press International A114’1:1-1 tootlat II team.
The hard - driving. 176 - pound
fallback vindicated the choice FriFlay night with a 54 -yard dazzler
t
through the Idaho defense for his
101 h touchdown of the season.
.Johnson leads Spartan scoring
for the year by a wide margin and
twice received the Wiley Smith
Jillitilt11111111111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P: "42 this season for his outstanding
E lily.
Mid -season injuries temprarily
F.:. stopped the San Jose threat. hut
=
was nevertheless named in the ,
=
= he
= exclusive company of the West ,
= roast’s top 33 gridiron performers.
S
= With him in the second team I
girl
your
Take
_
E’ backfield were MVP Grosz of Ore_
where the atmosphere
= L;on. Mel Melin oof Washington i
_= ,tatn and Charlie Fuller of San’
is right, the food
_ Francisco state.
=

<Jockey

TOTAL RETAIL VALUE S154.58

all for only

T-shirts

=_

the service
Delicious
the finest

2

SUITS ... A wide selection of imported flannels, .oggerl tweeds,
wool worsted,, and dacron and wool mixtures . . . Or you may choose a sport
VALUE TO

119.00

FURNISHINGS. . . In complete your wardrobe you
2 each of the following fashem-right fare. nris that add sparkle and zest to any wardrobe:get2 sport
shirts, 2
wear dress shorts, 2 pair socks, 2 packages underwear II to pkg.), 2 belts, 2 ties. Ah
brand merchandise.
VALUE TO

35.58

_-_
__
-_

COULD KICK, TOO
Sammy
NEW vont: urn)
fl,ologh. rotten of the New York
I o.ins, is tamed for his passing.
I,,it he once established a National
1401 South First St.
f%iotbsll League record by punting
at Alma
I l Ilnien in tame bathe %11file play ow for the Washington Redskins
,
in 1939.
iii111111 till1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111111111im1111111111n

$100

NEVER BEFORE a sale of such magnitude

E A SPECIAL SPOT
FOR A SPECIAL DATE

NO DOWN PAYMENT
e

’

A

All Types
of
Quality Paperbacks

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alma 8, Almaden
DARK AT THE TOF OF THE STAIRS

HELL

’slier. based
0 totalsi grxm,isanit:

tuutea..

119 S. First St., Downtown San Jose
Open Monday and

Thursday Nights ’til 9

YOU MAY SHARE THIS
OFFER WITH A FRIEND
OR RELATIVE
Wit validate
for any parking lot.
illankomarica and
International Charge Plan

Wednesday. November 21. 1nrn
_

SPARTAN DAILY--B

Cal Goes For Title

PoloBears Trip SJS;
Win in Tourney Start

n
silon took sec.
12 finishers.
pt. last year,
third vvith ’s,

system for tit,
by. tested yes.
-.at time, (lrev
t least one ttt
:anizations.
of Alpha PL
rvice fraternii,
le Turkey Trot
:he figures risitH
trophy-clecklin:
tithorized Spa,.

o Repair
1’0 REPAIR
LTY
Powerglide
eat Refits
r
CY 5-4247

KS

F THE
)T DOG

III) (;AR N PALMER
Cal’s PoloBears scored a first round win
in.h. ill the Treasure Island Water Polo 1 ow 1i:intent
Art Latitheres final tropes for a win oei
Ikrkel(. a(pramen this year.
ssa- the third Spartan loS, 10 the Bears this ear, and
%sti twcrit iii hope- for the I ra,)1111.
idle. V4itli the
iartans eau Mit% hope for nothmine, arranged as it is, ilii
placesrfourth
a
ing hell,’ than
and except for a number of shots
that just missed the net, might
They met the Athens nub at 6 have scored the upset of the
year.
p.m. last night and tangled with
Lonnie Christensen, the mainCOP in a grudge later in the stay of the team, had an off night
evening.
with his shooting or it might ha’. e
The stubborn Spartan poloist); iteen a different story. As it wat..
Bears
all
the
way.
the
with
stayed
t only connected on one goal.
1,ave Adam and Roger Seatfe
.t’Ir had single tallies fur the
....Is, while Jim :Vionsees lopped
San Jose scorers with a pair
t
1,1I!

111j11.

STUDENT
SPECIALS

Art Lambert, concluding his
first year as coach of the aqua
team had nothing but praise
for the Spartans. "Witt t a
doubt, it was our hest game of
the year. The kids were really
)(harp in that big pool."

$1.50

LUBRICATION

Rates

Car StorageMonthly
NITE PARKING

$7.00
a.m

DAY and NITE

$10.00

Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteries
Tuneups
Vacation

’backs

BREHM BROS.
BRING A.S.B. CARD
Across from Campus
4th and SAN

RE

FERNANDO

Cal coach Bill Phillips reiterated Lambert’s words, as he, too,
praised the SJS effort. "It was
the best team we played all year.
You played us even," he said.
San dose split a pair with the
Tigers In regular season play mid
last night’s match was to be tiedeelder.
San Francisco state, beaten la,’
,0ekend by the Spartans in the
.ta college tournament, stands
att..h thin.’ the way the braek.
up. The Olympic Club and
Cal met for the title at 9 p.m. last
night.

TRY OUR DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOODS
TACOS
TAMALES
TOSTADAS

ENCHILADAS
BURRITOS
CHILE Beans

Each

OUR SPECIAL COMBINATION PLATE 59c

TICO’S TACOS
Old World Charm in Dining
America’s 11,,st Beautiful II,,fbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
MUSif.

LVerV Nj"ht
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through
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SMALL LOCAL GROUP
"GRAND TOUR" ITINERARY
"EMPRESS" STEAMER
EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP
62

DAYS . . .

.$1869

Departing June 21

ALL EXPENSE

Membership Limited

FOR IKE POLDER AND COMPLETE INFORMATION CALL
CY 34142
HELEN LAFOLLETTE
OR CONTACT
DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE
Bank of America Bldg.CY 7-7811
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Texas
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Five Spartan Judoists have been
named to the Bay Area All -Star
team that meets an aggregation
of Los Angeles All -Stars Saturday
at the San Jose Buddhist Institute.
After faring well in Sunday’s
promotional tourney in San Francisco, Coach ’josh Uchida is confident his proteges in the art of
self defense will be ready lor
Saturday meet.
Noziaili Iwasaki, who won
and list one in the black belt di
slim Sunday is entered, along with
Lee Par, ssho grabbed a win and
a draw in the S.F. promotior..,
meet.
Other Spartan entries are Jan
Baker, Walt Dabel and Roy Kimura.
Brown belt stars, Tim Liston,
Alan Felice and Greg Weaver. who
,park led in their envision SIt ’ ,
ate nut entered in Saturday.

Spartans Tip-Off
Cage Play Dec. 2
’,J. a
;..
Rushing int
light as the Spartan emitters play
their last game at Hawaii Dec. 2.
the "new look" SJS basketball
team opens its season the same
night with a men’s gym engagement against Fresno State College.
Featuring a flock of newcomers
and only a handful of returning
vets, rookie coach Stu Inman’s
cagers will try to improve on a
sub-par 1959-60 mark of 6-19.
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Men Smile as They
Leave VINCE’S . .

’Oracle’ Bronzan Holds Commanding
Lead as Top Pigskin Prognosticator
Bob The Spartan Oracle) Bronzan, former SJS grid coach and
presently a professor of physical
education, maintains his prognosticating leadership after six weeks
if heated competition in the "Spartan 1,
rid Selections."

I .-I
(s2 -ti)
Colorado
by 7
ASE
by ti
Rice
by 4
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lc. 1
1.s10
tix 1
t’SC
by I
’Ft l
by 7
UCLA
by 13

(

The Oracle, one of the west
coast’s foremost football strategists, has never had a real bad
week in becoming the only picker
to maintain a better than twoout -of-three average.
His .689 percentage (82-37) puts
him in a commanding lead over
the Daily’s Pete (Smooth Selector) Shaw, whose .634 180-46) is
a good distance in arrears.
Gary The Guesser) Palmer, Bob
(The Coaches’ Chooser) Titchenal,
and Nick (The Pathetic Picker)
Peters trail in that order.

they know there
is a work of art
under their hats

VINCE’S
BARBER SHOP
139 E. San Antonio

Wear Glasses? Not Me Anymore!

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

I’m wearing Contact Lenses. Con-

HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden A.,.
CY 7-9908
Nea. t
A

TURKEY

lb.

Armour, Dubuque
Canned

HAM

lb.

69,

also we have

Geese and Ducks

Use Our
P(-nt to -Own Plan

KBM
KENNEDY BUSINESS
i,4ACH lb ES
96 E. San Fern,’
CY 2-7501

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd St. Hours 7

A.M. to 9 P.M.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR _
DOWNTOWN HOTEL 1"
for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE -1N GARAGE
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING

Ralph C Caldwell, Manager

CYpres.s 4-9404
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
TEIEVISION BANQUET ROOMS
COFFEE SHOP
FOUNTAIN

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
California

South First St. at San Antonio

Son Jose,

LITTON LOGIC
Three Hindus, A, R. and C. with their wise,. A’.
and C,
buy some objects. Afterwards each finds that the ascruge
in rupees of the article he or she has rurelt.ced c equal 10 ilvc
number of his or her putehtse,. A
articles than B’ and It has purchased It nure !Ilan S I tt
husband has spent 63 rupees mole than his way. vt
married to v. hcir
ANSWER TO PROBLEM WHICH APPEARED IN LAST
ISSUE: Green Slackens coc,
shol
- at most 18

to ilk, Wallas. If you enjoy
e; :h..iight-provoking
situations, you will enjoy the environment surrounding our
company in San Carlos, California. The 1.itton Industries Electron Tube Division facilities there will be of added interest
to engineers and scientists who wish to obtain advanced degrees.
Under Litton’s Advanced Scientific Study Program. Fellowships
are available in nearby San dose State College, Santa Clara
University, Stanford LIniversiiy, or the University of California
at Berkeley.
Obtain full information from the Litton Industriei representative who will interview EE., ME., and Physics graduates for
positions involving R&D and construction of exotic generators
of microwave energy, (1,rlay devices, and linear, beam tubes.
INTERVIEWS ON

new realm of beauty. Formerly I

39C

Student Rates
3 Months $18

Open at 4 p.m. Dan,

NOVEMBER 28

was only scrumptious. But now ...

Armour Star Tom

Special

Relax During Vacation

tact Lenses have elevated me to

Holiday Special

Rent a
TYPEWRITER

LEGGOIStan Svenson, kneeling, and Larry Stuefloten, were
SJS quarter-finalists in the National AAU judo tournament in
Chicago in 1958. The current
edition of Yosh Uchida’s Spartan judo squad will send five
members to an all-star tournament at the San Jose Buddhist
Institute this weekend.

Spartan Daily Grid Selections
Arizona st..t,
Arizona
Rice a,
Baylor
(’OP
Fresno state
LSI* at
Tulane
Notre Dame
USC

MEXICAN HOT DOGS I5c

4th and St. James.

By NICK PETERS, Sports Editor
s AN JOSE STATE’S BOXERS are a determined lot.
No longer allowed to compete on an intercollegiate level betin’tragedy wich be fell Wisconsin’s C h arles M olir iii
I
1%11 NI A A eliampionships..several Spartan glos. rs. i.r .r-1 a nd
pic-ent, base put a proposed San Jose Boxing Club "u
1’1,11’1611g board.
Although this ring organization is in its embryonic stages
It could grow Into a boxing power with the proper handling.
It could fail miserably with lack of cooperation, too rapid devel,.pment, and thoughtless scheduling.
The club has the parts to become an effective ring machine,
but It neods to lp and lots of It If success is to 111. attained.
The SJS boxers who will definitely compete for the club are Davey
Nelson, Archie Milton, Bill Poulos, Pete Benavirlez, Charley Brown,
Ron Nichols, and Steve Rubes.
*
*
*
BOXING QITALITT IS OBVIOUS. Nelson, Milton, Nichols, and
Ktibas are the 1960 NCAA champions In their respective weight divisions.
Downtown merchant Paul Baracker and Bill Young, manager of
Spartan professional boxer Harry Campbell, are the two sponsors who
will foot the bills for the student gladiators.
SJS boxing coach Julie Menendez, who piloted the Spartans to
three consecutive NCAA titles, Is too busy to take a 100 per cent
interest in the organization, but will help the boys in training whenever he is needed.
Julie gives the proposed club his sanction, which in itself carries
a lot of weight.
The Spartan mentor, however, warns, "The boxers will discover
that conditioning is vital. They won’t get anywhere without it."
Be added. "I approve of this club if methods are provided for the
boxers’ safety. I always wanted my boys to keep on fighting and the
death of big-time college boxing was as much of a blow to me as a
was to them."
*
*
*
MENENDEZ URGED that the student boxers concentrate their
training on the upcoming Examiner AAU Tourney.
He believed that competition with other clubs would be difficult
to schedule, since the SJ Boxing Club would either be too good for
its opposition or not good enough.
Colleges from the area, who compete on a small-time basis (Cal,
Stanford, Santa Clara, etc.), certainly would not schedule the locals
beeause they couldn’t supply the competition for the NCAA champs.
On the other hand, he cautions that some service squads would be
too tough for the locals, pointing out Camp Pendleton and Hamilton
talent-laden outfits.
AFB
Although the boxers will not carry the sanction of the administration (tor insurance purposes), the gymnasium may be used for the
training of SJS students on the team.

(’Irloruelet

26c

Judo All-Stars Vie Saturday

knacki

see for yourself!
See Joe Allen & Frank Jackson

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS IN CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES

213 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 7.5114
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State Employes Seek
New Fringe Benefits At
Califoenia state employes will, Aeronautics department, said that
not ask for an across-the-board no pay increase will be sought by
the state-wide organization but
wage increase this year, local riele- fringe benefits, such as a health
gates to a recent (’SEA General plan with state support and a betCouncil meeting announced yester-Iter retirement fund, "will be aimed
at now."
day to SJS chapter members.
More than 760 local members of
Thomas E. Leonard, SJS chapthe (’SEA were invited to attend
ter president 3 r.,1 head of the
the forum and discussion meeting
yesterday in Morris Dailey auditorium to hear the reports of the
eight delegates. Those reporting
were Myron Ballinger, Muriel
Clark, Patty Gerblick, FA Glover,
Guttormsen, Thomas Leonit’d. G. A. McCallum and Robert
Patterson.
, Also discussed were resolutions
on additional vacation days for
NEW ORLEANS 1UPI 1 -- The
state employees with longer servNew Orleans school board anice with the state and the accumunounced yesterday that the intelation of sick leave benefits up to
gration crisis has become so bad retirement.
that it can’t pay its teachers and
An invitation to the local repreother employees the $2 million due s’entatives of the state legislatia...
them Wednesday.
to speak at some future meetir..
School Superintendent Dr. also was diseu.ssed.
James F. Redmond said the hoard
must "withhold" the $2 million
payroll because it doesn’t have the
money. Banks won’t loan it to the
The dates for signing of Korean
board because of the integration veterans’
vouchers
attendance
trouble and the state. angry at have been set for Nov. 28-30, vets
allowing
integrethe board for
office secretary Mrs. Mary Simons
tion, won’t come up with it.
announced today.
the
action
is
Redmond said that
Signing dates were originally
It
history."
"unprecedented in state
scheduled for early in December.
affected about 4,500 teachers and hut the VA set them up so that
other employees, he said,
vets would receive their checks
Redmond asked the teachers, before leaving school for the holinow on a week’s holiday, to show days.
up at the regular assignments
Monday even though they haven’t
POOR ADVICE
been paid.
BRATTLEBORO. Vt. (UPD
The announcement came while
the teachers were in a conven- It cost Theodore R. West of
tion in Baton Rouge, where the Springfield. Mass. $25 for taking
legislature meets Wednesday. Citi- his mechanic’s advice.
zens Council leaders are trying I He paid the sum as a fine after
to organize students and parents he was arrested for speeding. He
to dress in mourning for their two told police his mechanic said to
integrated schools and march on! race the car to get "kinks" out

Integration Trouble
Cuts New Orleans
Teachers’ Salaries

Voucher Signing Now

11
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25th Anniversary
Of Transpacific Flight

KKK MOVES IN

it
rctMissile

SAN FRANCISCO (CPI i
Twenty five years ago today a
crowd of 125.000 persons gathered on the hills near the Golden
Gate to watch a flying boat christened China Clipper rise from the
waters of San Francisco Bay for
the first scheduled transpacific
flight in history.
Among the observers was Postmaster General James A. Farley.
who came from Washington to
watch the four-engined Pan American Airways plane depart on its
flight to Manila.
GREAT ACHIEVEMENT
Farley described the event as
"the beginning of the greatest and
most significant achievement in
the marvelous and fascinating development of air transportation."
Manuel L. Quezon, then president of the commonwealth of the
Philippines, sent a message for
the first flight. It said:
-Today, we await impatiently
the arrival of the flying clipper
ships that will, with incredible
swiftness, finally sweep away the
barrier of time and space for-

40,000

-ANCHORAGE, Alaska t
A Nike-Hercules missile, first ever fired from a defense site near
a metropolitan area, knifed across
the skies Monday afternoon and
destroyed a target 90,000 feet
above the Chugach mountains.
The missile was visible to sceeral thousand Anchorage resident
who watched the 21 -foot weapon
soar into the sky, drop its 27 -foot
booster stage into the snow and
then travel 65 miles down range
before blowing up.
The missile was fired by Battery B of the 4th Missile Battalion. 43rd Artillery. It is believed
to have been the longest tactical
Nike-Hercules shot made in the
missile’s history.

HillelSchedules
Discussion Topic
On Israeli Student
1,,,cussion topic at the next
B’nai B’rith-Hillel meeting will be
"The Israeli Student Views t h e
American Student," says Harvey
Belsky, club vice-president. It will
he held Monday, Nov. 28 at 8 p.m.
in the Student Christian center.
10th and San Carlos sts.
"All students are invited to join
in," Belsky said. After the student
confab, there will be a social period with refreshments.
In addition, the club will talk
over its coming ski trip and Channukah party to occur Dec. . at
the University of California, Berkeley campus.
Hillel advisor Dr. Howard Sachar divides his time between duties
as Stanford’s club counselor and
San Jose State leadership. Club
president is Jim Rosenfeld,

Martial Law Invoked

NO KKK TROUBLE is intended at the Ku Klux Klan meeting in
Montgomery, Ala., says Grand National Wizard Bobby Shelton.
Shelton told newsmen that the Klan will discuss means of preventing school violence.

Interviews
Mososi
Litton indm.tries is interested in
electrical engineering students and
physics major with MS degrees.
Ortho Pharnuseeutleal Corp. will
I
interview science and business majors.

To Halt Haiti Strike

Ball Gown Planned
--- Mrs.
WASHINGTON
John F. Kennedy has drawn her
own rough sketches for the fabulous gown she wants for her hugband’s inaugural ball Jan. 20 and
has asked a New York firm Bergdorf Goodman, to make the die.’

TUESDAY
C.S. Department or Commerce.
Coast & Geodetic Mune):
will interview civil, mechanical and
electrical engineering students:
math, physics, geology and oceanography majors.

PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti
,UPD- Haiti was placed under
martial law yesterday to enable
the government to handle a nationwide student strike described
officially as of "Communist inspiration."
The emergency action was taken
by the Interior Ministry with the
authorization of the Council of
State Secretaries after students
ignored a 12 -hour government ultimatum to return to classes.

mtot) ’tie 11"1.11’S
na Clipper, piloted by Capt Ed.
win C. Musick, made its filst stie
at Honolulu.
BLINDING SPEED
When the clipper reached
destination, the colorful log of tilt
first flight had this to say alsaii
reaching the Philippines:
"Then from a distance of it lam
dred and fifty miles, through tit/
incredibly clear atmosphere fron
our altitude of 11,000 feet, Moue
Pancian and Catanduanes Islas(
were sighted. a sight we ha% e boo
looking forward to for the pas
five days."
The China Clipper had crossN
the ocean in what was then hind
ing speed--59 hours and 48 rain
utes.

Recreation Society
Meets on Campus

Professional rev:. ,
from San Francisco
tended a recent California Flee
reation society meeting at Sal
Jose State where they were en
couraged to accelerate their re
cruitment programs.
The SJS student section of th
CRS was host to the meetiR
which allowed students anti pro
fessimals in the recreation tiel
to exchange ideas.
Kenneth Kim. associate prreo
sor of recreation and adviser t
the CRS at S.TS, said that discus
sion groups were formed 10 has
over .recruitment problems.
Printed brochures titled -You
Future in Recreation" and shott
ing of slides illustrated the stt
dent -planned program.
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for a <4..a ..arre
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Easy way to do your new -car sampling

Drive Chevy once around the block at your
Chevrolet dealer’s one-stop shopping center!
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Just drop in and take a drive in one of the 30 spanking new ’61 models your Chevy dealer now offers
under the same roof. With every drive, your dealer is giving away free Dinah Shore Christmas
records while they last. So hurry! And you’ll find that here’s the easy, one-stop way to shop for
the car you want. There’s a model to suit almost any taste or needat a price to suit almost
any budget. There’s a whole crew of new Chevy Corvairs, including four family-lovin’ wagons.
New Biscaynesthe lowest priced full-size Chevrolets. Popular Bel Airs. Sumptuous Impalas.
And America’s only true sports carthe Corvette. Come on in and pick your
C/11::11101ET
new car the easy wayon a one-stop shopping tour!

Miscellaneous
Thesis, term papers typed Andrew 4.
’2
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50,
1-.e. A real offer, AL 2 -

Spartan Classified Rates
50c First Insertion
25c Each Additional Line
20c A Line Succeeding
Insertions

To place an ad: Come in Student Affairs Office, TH 16,
San Jose State. (No phone orders) or, fill out handy order
blank and send check or
money order.

New ’61 Chevrolet IMPALA SPORT SEDAN

New ’61 Chevrolet 2 -DOOR BEL AIR SEDAN

You’ll see fire models in the ’61 Impala seriesthe most elegant Chevies
of all. They’re sensationally sensible from their more parkable out size
to their remarkably roomy in size. And note that trim new roof line.

These beautiful Bel Airs, priced just above the thriftiest full-size Chevies.
bring you newness you can use. Roomier dimensions reach right back
to the easier loading trunk that lets you pile baggage 15% higher.

New lower priced ’61 CORVAIR 500 CLUB COUPE

New ’61 Corvair 700 LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON

See what Corvair’s got in store for you in ’61! Thriftier sedans and
coupes with nearly 12% more room up Front for luggage. That rear
engine’s spunkier, too, with a gas-saving new axle ratio to go with it.

There’s room for almost everything hut antifreeze in these new oneand -only 6 -passenger Lakewoorls. And they’re the only wagons with
lockable trunk under the hood. Be sure to see the new Greenbriers, too.
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New ’61 Chevrolet 2 -DOOR BISCAYNE 6
NOWBig-Car Comfort at Small -Car Prices
These new Biscayne 6’athe lowest priced full-size

Days

Chevroletslet you save money in a big way, yet give you
a full measure of Chevy’s new roominesssuch things as
higher easy chair seats, larger door openings, more leg
room in front, more toot room in the rear.
*Also available es VS moiled

Check
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For display advertising rotes phone CY 4-6414, Ext. 2109
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the Greatest Show on Worth at Your Chevrolet Dealer’s

